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PhEDEx: CMS transfer management system
• PhEDEx -Physics Experiment Data Export (reliable, scalable dataset replication system) • Each CMS site runs a set of software agents
• Coupled & highly-specialized components which fulfill a specific "simple" task in a reliable way
• Central agents: routing, task assignment, …
• Run at CERN
• Site-specific agents: download, export, mass storage staging and migration …
• Run at every CMS site on a gLite VOBOX (to simplify proxy management) or UI 5 • Provides scheduling of multiple asynchronous file transfers on CHANNELS
• Single direction transfer queue between two endpoints-Not tied to a physical network path
• Each endpoint (source and destination) can be:
• A single site, e.g.
• A group of sites ("cloud"), e.g.
• RALLCG2-CLOUDCMSITALY • CLOUDCMSFRANCE-RALLCG2
• All sites ("star"), e.g.
• CNAF-STAR Tier-2 assoc.
. . .
Tier-2 others
At each Tier-1
Dedicated channels to and from each of the associated Tier-2s CLOUD and/or STAR channels to/from other Tier-2s STAR-T2 channels for each associated Tier-2 
Evolution of transfer workflows (CMS)
Scale and complexity of CMS data transfers has been steadily increasing thanks to focused effort on improving transfer quality and throughput (200 TBs/day)
* As more and more data transfer links are commissioned, the sites start competing for the same slots in the FTS channels [CMS has ~2300 data transfer links commissioned] * Making optimal use of bandwidth requires identifying and isolating the problematic links We can trace down if channel is properly configured for CMS Additionally, if timeouts need to be adjusted
The most important information we can gather from individual successful file transfers PhEDEx aggregated plots (result of heterogeneus configs) is not enough to evaluate link throughputs https://forge.in2p3.fr/projects/ftsmonitor/files
FTS monitor parser
• In CMS we developed a tool to extract data from FTSMonitors worldwide
• Full statistics about successful transfers are extracted daily, and summary reports are produced (the tool treat thrughputs and overheads separately)
• Several views available
• Monthly averages of transfer rate per file and per stream on all channels, for each point-to-point (we continuously transfer test files in most of the ~2300 links in CMS)
• Historical evolution of rate per stream and for each point-to-point transfer link • Comparions of SRM preparation/release times for all of the transfers, at origins and destination (available since the most recent FTM version)
• Identification of congested channels (in preparation) e.g. Channel STAR-CIEMAT @ PIC FTS • Doesn't seem to depend on distance • Potential site issue?
• One possible explanation could be a known limitation of the Solaris kernel used on the disk servers at PIC which penalizes the outgoing transfers when the other endpoint runs a Scientific Linux 5 kernel.
• Dedicated testing to reveal more… Expanding the scope • Gathering data for most of FTS servers included. Working on the missing atm (2 out of 8)
• Lot of potential to improve data transfers. Now focused on T0 T1s and T1s ↔ ↔ ↔ ↔T1s
• Identify "reference" statistics and publish corresponding plots to monitor regularly 
